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Introduction
In Parts 1, 2, and 3 of this article series we introduced a student project that I’m
managing at the University of Southern California Center for Systems and Software
Engineering (USC CSSE). This article (Part 4) describes the results of our first
semester’s effort. We are currently getting started again on enhancements with a new
group of students for the Spring 2017 semester.
USC’s location in downtown Los Angeles is at the epicenter of a lot of bad driving, so
we’re attempting a “crowdsourced bad driver reporting system”.

!
Figure 1 – the traffic map was littered with accidents as I was driving home after CS590 last semester

Our system consists of a voice-activated “dashboard-cam” mobile app connected to a
Mongo database in the cloud, via a Node JS REST API, and some Angular JS webpages
to file, review and query bad driver reports. This technology stack for our web-app is
sometimes referred to as MEAN stack (Mongo, Express, Angular, Node). We developed
a native Android mobile app in Java, and a native iOS app in SWIFT.
Following the Resilient Agile process, and using Enterprise Architect to model the
project, we attempted to go from zero to a working system in about 12 weeks of class
time, by having students develop use cases in parallel with each other.
Previous articles in the series have presented snippets of the UML model but everybody
knows that successful implementation is where the rubber meets the road. So this article
will show you how far we got. Results can also be seen at www.baddriverreports.com.

What use cases did we attempt?
The Fall 2016 class attempted the following use cases, with a different student assigned
to each use case:
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Figure 2 - Our dashboard-cam mobile app records video continuously and uploads it on voice command…

When the driver issues either the “Report Bad Driver” or “Emergency Alert” command,
the mobile app triggers video upload and server-side creation of the Bad Driver Report or
Emergency Alert Report, as appropriate (Emergency Alerts can also dial 911). The
server then sends an email to the driver’s posting account with a link to a new report
that’s pre-populated with the video.
While submitting the report, the poster reviews the video, records the license plate
number, and grabs a single video frame that most clearly captures the offending vehicle.
The report is then made available for independent reviewers to evaluate. The system
requires unanimous agreement from 3 independent reviewers that the report is accurate.
Once this consensus has been achieved, the report is entered into a database that is
queryable by insurance companies.
From a development standpoint, we were able to exploit parallelism among the students
to complete this set of use cases (including defining requirements, UML design, and
coding) in approximately 12 weeks of calendar time with 15 students each contributing 5
hours a week. This calculates out to 900 student-hours or 22.5 equivalent full-time work
weeks. In other words, about half a person-year total effort. Let’s see how our team did.

Step 1 – Record Video of Bad Driving incident and upload on voice command
Everything begins with the phone mounted on the car’s dashboard, continuously
recording video into a circular buffer when, inevitably, a bad driver appears on the road in
front of you and demonstrates their ability to endanger everybody’s safety by driving
badly.

Figure 3 - Dashboard Cam records continuous video while driving

Driver issues the voice command “REPORT BAD DRIVER”, and the system uploads
video to the cloud and sends an email asking the driver to complete the Bad Driver
Report.

!
Figure 4 - Screenshot of system-generated email with link to new Bad Driver Report

The link in the email contains a newly created report with the video already attached.
This use case was completed successfully.

Step 2 – Driver gets home, checks email and opens the Bad Driver Report
This simply involves clicking the link in the email that was triggered by the video upload.

!
Figure 5 - Click the link in the email to fill out your report

The report form is pre-populated with the video and with “file-level metadata” that
captures the time and location that the voice command was issued.
One of the problems with capturing bad driving incidents in video is that they’re usually
over before you have a chance to grab a camera and record them – and if you’re dealing
with a bad driver the last thing you want to do is to be reaching for a camera. So our
continuous loop recording video provides a rolling 90-second window into the past.
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Figure 6 - Did we capture clear enough evidence of a driver running a red light?

Our original spec for video capture was 1080p. Initial testing shows that capturing at
increased resolution may be necessary to read all but the closest license plate numbers.
We are currently refining the design and conducting additional testing.

Step 3 – Driver grabs a zoomed and cropped image from the video
This feature was not in our original requirements set but evolved during the semester as
we were considering algorithmic extraction of license plate numbers. We decided during
a classroom discussion that it would be a good idea to have a close up (zoomed and
cropped) image of the offending vehicle where the license plate number was legible
attached to the report.
The Resilient Agile response to changing requirements involved tasking a student who
joined the class late with building this use case. He was successful as shown in the
screenshots below. The automatic extraction feature was implemented by a remote
student but has not yet been linked into the Angular JS webpage.
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Figure 7 - We zoom in on the license plate of the offending vehicle and attach an image to the report

Step 3A – Reporter double-checks the report before posting
Since Bad Driver Reports must achieve unanimous consensus from 3 randomly selected
reviewers, it’s advisable to make sure your report is accurate and conclusive before
posting.

!
Figure 8 - Yes, the light was red.

Finally the report is completed and posted to the database.

Step 4 – Three independent reviewers validate the report
Our system relies on crowdsourcing not only for “eyes on the road” video capture, but
also for ensuring the quality and integrity of the bad driver reports. Since we are
planning for insurance companies to be able to take action based on the reports in our
database, we need to make absolutely certain that our database is free of spurious reports
and that the system can not be abused by some individual with a grudge against someone.
For this reason, each report must be reviewed by at least 3 independent people and (like
the UN Security Council) any reviewer can veto a report. Only when there is unanimous
consensus among the independent reviewers that the report is accurate does a report get
entered into the insurance-visible database.
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Figure 9 - Our system takes a crowdsourced quality control approach

The Review use case was implemented successfully during the fall semester, although
initially simplistic algorithms were used for randomization and duplicate detection. This
work is currently continuing in the spring semester.
Our Spring semester work includes investigating possibilities to reward people for
submitting accurate reports that get promoted to the insurance database, and possibly also
reward those who review reports.
Once a report passes 3 independent reviews, it is made available for insurance agencies to
use.

Step 5 – Insurance Agent queries database for license plate # and gets a hit
As more people start to use our dashboard-cam app to report bad drivers, and enough
people participate in reviewing reports, the insurance database will be populated with an
ever-increasing library of video reports. The economics of ensuring bad drivers will
provide financial incentive for insurance companies to subscribe to our system.
Those that do will be able to query for license plate numbers and review any bad driver
reports associated with that vehicle.
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Figure 10 - Insurance companies get the final vote on whether a bad driver report is actionable

The query use case was implemented successfully during Fall 2016, although the user
interface is perhaps a little rough. During the spring semester we’re refining the overall
UX of the web app.
So how did we do?
During the Fall 2016 Semester, we took a loosely concepted Crowdsourced Bad Driver
Reporting system from zero through a working prototype system. The system as
currently implemented supports:
•
•
•
•
•

Mobile “dashboard-camera” app that continuously records video and uploads on voice command
Email notification of video upload
Submittal of Bad Driver Reports (with video and still image) for independent review
Independent Review of Bad Driver Report
Insurance Query by license plate number

We accomplished this by paralleling the efforts of 15 students who each worked 5 hours a
week for 12 weeks – an aggregate effort of less than half a person-year.

Wrapping up
An interesting perspective on the results of this student project can be gained by
considering the following questions:
•
•
•

Did we build the right system?
Did we build the system right?
Did we build the system efficiently?

I’ll address each of these questions below and leave you to draw your own conclusions.
Did we build the right system?
The costs to society from bad driving are staggering. In the US alone, there’s a traffic
fatality every 15 minutes and a traffic injury every 15 seconds, along with a trillion dollar
price tag, much of which is borne by insurance companies and passed on to everyone in
the form of higher premiums. Because the number of bad driving incidents so far
exceeds the number of “law enforcement eyes on the road”, a crowdsourced approach
seems the most viable solution.
In Part 1 of this article series we described the mission statement for the project as:
Eliminate bad drivers from the road system by providing a risk database so
insurance companies can charge more to bad drivers
To make sure we were building the right system, each student modeled use cases and
requirements using Enterprise Architect and these models were reviewed carefully before
implementation began. We nipped “scope creep” in the bud on several occasions when
students started to design features that we didn’t have requirements for. Where there
were areas of technical risk (i.e. voice activation of mobile apps) we supplemented the
UML models with technical prototypes. We believe that the system we have
implemented fulfills the mission of the project.
Did we build the system right?
In Part 3 of this article series we presented examples of the detailed design that our
student development team produced.
•
•
•

We generated a Mongo database and a Node JS API from the EA domain model.
We elaborated use cases using “conceptual MVC” decompositions and showed how to transform
these into detailed designs and Angular JS code.
Following the Design Driven Testing approach, we generated test cases for all requirements and
for controllers from the MVC decompositions using the ICONIX Agile DDT plugin.

In all of the above cases, Enterprise Architect was a key enabler of the team’s success.

Did we build the system efficiently?
In a word, YES. We went from zero to a functional system by paralleling the efforts of
15 students who each worked 5 hours a week for 12 weeks – an aggregate effort of less
than half a person-year. We were very efficient.
There are many differences of opinion about what is the most efficient way to develop
software, but the results of our student projects suggest that two “conventional wisdom”
postulates about software engineering should perhaps be re-visited. These are:
• Brooks Law – you can’t accelerate a software project by adding developers
• Doing careful design slows your project down.
In Part 2 of this article series we briefly introduced the Resilient Agile process and
discussed at length how to use Enterprise Architect to structure projects so that we can
take advantage of parallelism in development. Adopting a development process that’s
tailored to exploiting parallelism allows for an unprecedented amount of schedule
compression. Resilient Agile and Enterprise Architect get projects done fast.
Finally…to the question of whether UML and careful design slows you down…a
definitive NO, at least not if you do it right. Resilient Agile tries to do “just enough”
planning. There’s no need for a lot of refactoring and there’s no analysis paralysis.
What’s left to do for Bad Driver Reporting?
We think our Fall 2016 students did a tremendous job taking the bad driver reporting
system from an initial concept to a demonstrable, working system in a single semester.
However, as with most software systems, there’s always more that can be done, and as it
turns out a new semester starting means that a new team of students is available.
Our Spring 2017 team is now in place and is in the process of adding some great new
capabilities. These include:
• Real-time Drunk Driver Map
• Rewards for posting and reviewing reports
• Mobile App and UX improvements
• Rehost Database to High Capacity Server
You can follow our progress on www.baddriverreports.com. For questions about
Resilient Agile and how to radically compress your schedule by leveraging parallelism,
contact the author at ResilientAgile@iconixsw.com.

